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A 
bright, young, recent college graduate earlier this spring asked to 

meet with me over lunch. As we talked it became clear that he 

He wanted to become conversant with both New Testament studies and 

economics, and hoped to teach somewhere integrating the two disciplines 

were somewhat limited. One excellent option was to consider the joint 

University in the Philadelphia area. Emory and Yale both advertise similar 

integrated as Palmer’s/Eastern’s program.

one possible specialization within Theology. Gordon-Conwell has a good 

biblical teaching in any detail. 

anything more explicitly economic in nature. Union Seminary in New 
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sexual ethics, virtue ethics, theoretical and methodological courses, and 

discrete ethics department and program, also without anything obviously 

Religion, Ethics, and Politics, but the only one that looks to be largely 

about economics is on the so-called “prosperity gospel.”

 The status quo is more depressing still. Trinity International University 

Seminary’s on-line material I could discern no ethics courses at all. Denver 

on the Bible’s teaching on material possessions, stewardship, and related 

be seen what role economic issues will play.

Divinity degrees began in the Middle Ages in Europe, in university 

academic study, including economics. Seminaries or divinity schools in 

theological colleges elsewhere in the world, these resources were no 

longer nearby. And lecturers trained in the classic theological disciplines 

more conservative circles, additionally, it was generally assumed that such 

at any time since the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, when 

it was still possible to be a Renaissance person and teach with skill and 
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teaching are making interdisciplinary scholarship viable and widespread 

other combinations.

like economics recognize they can and cannot manage in areas outside 

their discipline and what theologians recognize they can and cannot 

manage outside their discipline. Maybe because theology was once argued 

writing books on the Bible and economics without even trying to master 

reasonably conversant with the key biblical and theological literature, 

both primary and secondary. Biblical scholars can survey the contributions 

either biblical/theological 

Rigorous scholarly thought quickly goes by the boards altogether, on both 

 What is needed is a recognition that the biblical authors and cultures 
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or socialism, as understood today, but never do they add up to anything 

that we cannot evaluate these systems in their various aspects according to 

biblical principles, merely that we should not expect the results to add up 

about ever implementing it, since it is not likely to work very well in a 

exchange reading lists, critique each other’s papers and publications, come 

and economics” will have something really worth writing about! 
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